Ty Connors
 Personal info
Name:
Web:
Address:
Phone number:
Email address:

Ty Connors
tyconnors.com
Raleigh 27603, USA
9192058593
tconn89@gmail.com

 Work experience
CPMed
Raleigh
North Carolina

Lead Developer
01/2018 - present
Contract to develop android app in React Native
Build proprietary IP to manage Opioid dependency in Healthcare
Communicate with interns and CEO in early stage start-up to reach next round of
funding.

Techdrone
Raleigh
NC

Fullstack Developer
10/2016 – 10/2017
Architected the CoffeeLux app, a tool for local cafe discovery and rewards in Raleigh.
Written in React with a hierarchy components and reducers.
Can generate embeddable code snippets aka widgets.
Setup the frontend to consume a RESTFUL API built in Node js. The client application
and backend are completely separate and modular.Architected the CoffeeLux app, a
tool for local cafe discovery and rewards in Raleigh.
Written in React with a hierarchy components and reducers.
Can generate embeddable code snippets aka widgets.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Built the networking for Terrium Kickstarter demo.
Identify, diagnose, and resolve network problems.
Build a RESTFUL API in Node.js for saving and loading game data including terrain,
trees, houses, roads, and spawn points.
Integrated the API into a Unity client and constructed all the login and world menu
forms to consume my backend.

Custom
Communications
Raleigh
NC

Software Engineer
06/2016 – 04/2017
Maintain internal workflow app for dispatching technicians and their inventory.
Build and test Ruby on Rails models for user management.
Created Angular directives (javascript) for building forms and handling user
interaction.
Cultivated a user preference feature for improved paginated results and better UX.
Improved performance on Postgres database queries.

 Education
University of North
Carolina
Chapel HIll
North Carolina

Statistics, Computer Science
08/2008 – 05/2012
Learned about Probability and Risk analysis in business and finance.
Built several projects in Java
Played club Ultimate Frisbee and competed in Nationals.

 Skills
Backend
Node js
Ruby on Rails
Unix
Mongodb

Frontend





React
Redux
HTML
CSS






